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Abstract

We have developed a new experimental approach for measuring hysteresis in the

adhesion between micromachined surfaces. By accurately modeling the deformations in

cantilever beams that are subject ,to combined interracial adhesion and applied electrostatic

forces, we determine adhesion energies for advancing and receding contacts. We draw on this

new method to examine adhesion hysteresis for silane coated micromachined structures and

found significant hysteresis for surfaces that were exposed to high relative humidity (RH)

conditions. Atomic force”microscopy studies of these surfaces showed spontaneous formation of

agglomerates that we interpreted as silanes that have irreversibly transformed from uniform

surface layers at low RH to isolated vesicles at high RH. We used contact deformation models to

show that the compl{fice of these vesicles could reasonably account for the adhesion hysteresis

that develops at high RH as the surfaces are forced into contact by an externally applied load.
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Introduction

Adhesion and friction-are significant tribological concerns in addressing the reliability of

Microelectromechanical (MEMS) devices [1,2]. This is because the surface to volume ratio of

structures grows as dimensions shrink. The structural members in MEMS are only a few

microns thick and a few micrometers (pm) apart, and are often constructed of polycrystalline

silicon (polysilicon) that exhibits nanometer scale root mean square (rms) roughness. The

surface properties of MEMS devices are strongly related to their processing, as well as their

environmental exposure. For example, polysilicon roughness depends on its deposition

temperature [3]. Likewise, the surface energy of the polysilicon depends on the final surface

treatment process. If supercritical drying [4] is performed to release the parts. the surfaces are

high energy and hydrophilic. The surfaces can instead be rendered hydrophobic by applying

monolayer lubrication layers [5]. Contamination or deposition kinetics in the surface treatment

process can result in non-uniform films [6-9], and may affect adhesion on a local scale.

Therefore, it is important to develop in-situ tribology techniques on as-fabricated MEMS parts.

These will eliminate the question of whether measured results from macroscopic tribological

tools reflect real properties of MEMS structures. Furthermore, issues of coating stability, aging

and wear, important in micromachined products [6], can be directly addressed.

Knowledge of adhesion hysteresis values is valuable in developing a fundamental

understanding of tribology. The surface forces apparatus (SFA) [10] is commonly used to study

adhesion and friction of monolayer coatings. A link often made between these properties is

adhesion hysteresis, the difference between the adhesion energy measured when two surfaces are

brought into contact versus when they are being separated [11]. The connection is that the static

friction coefficient is related to the adhesion values of propagating cracks, while the dynamic

friction coefficient is related to adhesion hysteresis values. Friction experiments on sliding

surfaces of micrometer scale roughness have also led to the notion that the age of contact is

critical in determining coefficients of friction [123, suggestin~ that hysteresis is also an important

key to understanding friction laws of rough surfaces.

In this paper, we develop an in-situ technique for measuring adhesion hysteresis of an as-

fabricated MEMS test structure, and report experimental values of hysteresis ar low and high

humidity levels for a ;~m coated with perfluorotrichlorosilane (CgFITCzHJSiCl:. FDTS), a

monolayer lubricant. The work establishes an important element in the MEMS tribological
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toolbox we are developing. The hysteresis measurements also allow us to determine the local

uniformity of adhesion, as well as the effect of contact history on adhesion in lMEMS.

Furthermore, they are accomplished in a small area [15x2000 micronz for each measurement),

important because of the expense of real-estate on a MEMS wafer.

Mechanics for measurement of adhesion in the presence of an externally applied load

1) Analytical actuations

In our experiments we employ cantilever beams to study the adhesion due to interracial

forces. Adhesion hysteresis experiments require application of a load to heal and propagate

cracks. We provide an externally applied load by means of electrostatic forces to move the

crack, as in Fig. 1. From an interracial fracture mechanics perspective, the non-adhered region

from the cantilever support post to the point of attachment is considered to be a crack of lengths.

Note that the beam and landing pad are electrically grounded, such that only adhesive forces and

no electrostatic forces operate in the contact zone d. Voltage Vp2~is applied to the actuation pad

far away from the crack tip. Increasing V@ heals the cracks, while decreasing V@ propagates

the cracks, corresponding to advancing and receding contacts.

We first develop an analytical model to gain insight into the mechanics of this geometry.

Consider, as in Fig. 2, a cantilever beam of length L, thickness t and height h adhered to the

substrate over a distance d=L-s, and subject to an externally applied uniform distributed load q.

For q=O, with the Johnson, Kendall and Roberts (JKR) assumption [13] (adhesion forces only in

the contact zone over the attachment length d as represented by the cross-hatches), assuming free

interracial slip, an elastically rigid support post and a rigid substrate, its deflection profile’is [14]
,.- ..

.

‘(x)=hFm2H1 (1)

This applies for S-shaped beams such that the slope of the beam at the point of contact with the

substrate is zero [14]. The effective energy of adhesion r (J/mz) of the beam to the substrate

can be measured whefi the energy release rate in the absence of an applied external load, Go, has

reached a static equilibrium. Then
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where D= E14v=E?/12 (E is Young’s Modulus, w is the width of the beam and I=wt3/12 is the

moment of inertia of the beam, and t is the thickness).

If now we apply q over the interval 0< x S a as in Fig. 2, the crack lengths will tend to

decrease. To determine adhesion in the presence of an external load q, we must first calculate

the deflection curves of the beams for a given crack length. Knowing this, we can then find the

energy release rate G~ in the presence of the applied load q. The important results are outlined

next, and the details are given in the appendix.

The deflection curves for VI(x) over the intervals 0< x < a per Eq. (A 1) (see the

appendix) and for Vz(x)over the interval a S x S L per Eq. (A2) are shown in Fig. 3 for a fixed

value ofs and decreasing !7 (J/mz). Here we choose a=60 pm, t=h=2 pm, Young’s lModulus

E=160 GPa [15], hold s=1OOOpm constant and increase q. The values for E, t and h are typical

for micromachined polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon). (Note that downwards corresponds to a

positive deflection according to standard beam theory conventions). In Fig. 3 as q increases, the

deflections increase and the adhesion 17decreases becauses is held constant. The value for q~aX

corresponds to 17=0, as discussed below.

Per Eq. (A12), the result for Gq is

G =G + q2a6(4s–3a)2
@3h(4s-3a),qo

.—
288 S4D 2s4

(3)

where D=Et3\12 is the beam..bending stiffness. Inserting the numbers above, Go =7.68 @/mz

(i.e., rnicrojoules per square meter) from Eq. (2), while Gq =1 .67 P.J/mz with q=10 kN/mz from

Eq. (3). Referring to Fig. 4, in whichs is plotted versus q u!sing Eq. (3) for different values of r

and assuming a, t,h &d E as above, we see that crack length is very sensitive to r for small

values of q, but that the sensitivity diminishes as q grows. From Fig. 3 however, we see that the

4
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adhesion is sensitive not only to the crack length but also to the beam deflection profile. We

take advantage of this feature in our experiments by measuring point by point beam deflection

profiles, so that even at high applied loads our sensitivi~ to adhesion is significantly better than

Fig. 4 would imply. Nonetheless, the adhesion sensitivity depends on crack length as well as

applied force. Assuming 10 nm out of plane resolution from the interferometry, at q- 10 kN/mz

and s=1665 pm, the sensitivity is approximately 0.03 p.J/mz, while at q-70 IcIWmzand

s=300 ~, the deflections are dominated by the applied force and the experimental sensitivity is

about 10 p.J/m2. ,,

Eq. (3) applies for Gq 20, or for

72hD
9< !lmax =

a3(4s–3a)”

. ./

(4)

At q= qmm, Gq =0 and beam mechanics (ignoring adhesion) describe the deflections. In Fig. 3,

d2 (V2(s)) /&c2 =0 for q= qmm. At the crack tip, the moment due to adhesive forces therefore

vanishes, and a pure negative (upwards) shear force is imposed by the substrate. For q> qmm the

deflections v2q (x) penetrate the substrate and therefore no longer apply. If in fact the adhesion

energy were negative (~orresponding to repulsive, e.g., magnetic forces), an additional negative

(counterclockwise) moment can be added to the constants of integration (Eq. A3) to ensure that

that the deflections avoid dipping into the substrate.

With the JKR assumption of adhesion forces operating only over the contact zone, the

beam theory equations reveal a point reaction and moment at x=s which are imposed by the rigid

substrate. Beyond the crack tip (.os), the beam deflection is constant at v(.r)=h. and there is no

loading over the attachment length d for X>S. The reaction force applied by the substrate at the

crack tip is equal and oppositefo
.

the shear force V(s) and is given by

(5)V(s) = –D
dq

qa3 (qa4 /2+12hD)
-#v2(s)/ : -T+ S3

5
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In Fig. 5, we plot this relationship. Here a value for 17is held constant, a value for q is assigned,

s is found from Eq. (3), and Eq. (5) is then applied to find the reaction force Plip=wV(S)

(calculated for the experimental beam width w=10-prn). We see that for small values of q, the

reaction force is tensile and increases with 17because there is more tension at the crack tip for

larger adhesion. For large values of q, the force becomes compressive, because q now

dominates over adhesion. The shear force diagram in the vicinity of the crack tip for the case of

large compression is shown in Fig. 6(a).

The loading situation as shown in Fig. 6(a), in which the compressive force is maximized

very near the crack tip, is quite different from that in surface force apparatus adhesion hysteresis

experiments on crossed cylinders, in which the compressive force ?s maximized at the center of

the contact zone. We shall see that this compressive loading near the crack tip can allow us to

determine if there is a pressure sensitive component to adhesion during crack healing in these

experiments. Such a signature is not observed in spherical geometry adhesion hysteresis

experiments.

Besides the JKR approximation, another well-known model for adhesion between

contacting bodies is that of Derjaguin, Muller and Toporov [16], often referred to as the DMT

model. In the DMT approximation, surface forces only outside of the areas of contact are

considered in calculating adhesion, but these forces have no effect on the elastic deflections of

the bodies. This approximation tends to be valid when the bodies are elastically hard [17]. For

the necessarily compliant beams in this study, the DMT approximation is not physical. If we

assume that surface forces act outside the contact zone, then only one shape is possible in order

to balance forces. This shape can be solved for by iterative calculation, as described in the next..

section.

2) Finite element modelins

While the analytical model above provides helpful insight, it is inadequate for the

quantitative reduction of our experimental data. There are several reasons for this. First, in

Fig. 1, the distributed load applied by electrostatic forces is not uniform, because the gap

between the beam and the substrate changes as a finction of distance x from the support post.

The electrostatic force-at each point along the actuation pad is

6
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[)vpa~ 2
q(x) ‘0

‘Y IZ-VJX) ‘

-.
(6)

where Vpad is the applied voltage and So is the perrnittivity of air. In this more complicated

situation, an iterative solution is required to solve for the local applied forces and deflections.

The solutions were found using the ABAQUS [18] finite element method (FE.M) code, with the

electrostatic force law implemented by means of a subroutine. Note that in Figs. 4 and 5, the x-

axis is plotted in two ways. The lower x-axis corresponds approximately to the applied voltage

in our experiments below. The correspondence is not exact because the load is not uniform (q

was calculated at x=55 pm) and also because the adhesion affects the deflections, which in turn

affect the force. The second reason FEM analysis is required to reduce the data is that non-

idealities such as support post compliance and fringing fields at the edges of the beam could also
$

be incorporated into the FEM modeling, as discussed further in the results section. The third

reason is that FEM allows incorporation of surface forces near the crack tip, as discussed in the

next paragraphs. ,

The adhesion was calculated by FEM in two ways. First, clamping the beam to the

substrate at small increments .ofs, we checked that the FEM modeling agreed with the analytical

results. Second, a force law between two smooth surfaces which can approach to within’ an

approach distance DOwas assumed. While this is a reasonable approximation for our surfaces in

most cases as shown below, the details of the effect of the roughness on local adhesion deserve

further consideration beyond the scope of this work. Also, we shall not consider here the details

of the stress field at the crack tip, such as the mode mixity and its relationship to interracial slip,

or its interplay with roughness. We implemented the surface force law in a general fashion, with

integration of the force per unit area from DOto infinity defining the surface energy. DOis

established by the roughness of the surfaces as seen below. A simple linear force law over an

effective range of 5 nm was used for most of the data reduction. Other more physical’ force laws

such as a (1/distance)3 dependence (corresponding to van der Waals forces for two parallel

plates) were also investigated but gave identical results as long as the active distance was

approximately the sa-iiie. The deflection of the beam was then calculated as a competition
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between elastic restoring forces in the beam, and surface forces at the crack tip. When coupled

with the experimental data, the FEM allows us to accurately evaluate adhesion energies.

One effect of the surface forces at the crack tip is to cause a slight further flexure of the

adhered beam compared to the JKR model. Thus, for a given surface force law, the FEM

deflections are accurate within the limitations of the element size (we used 1-D beam elements

every 2.5 pm, and checked for good convergence with 2-D mesh elements and more closely

spaced elements down to 0.5 pm). In ref. [19], we shall detail the differences in the flexures

when the surface force laws are incorporated. The main result is that independent of the surface

force law, and independent of q, the deflections are very similar. That is, the JKR surface force
---

law is an extremely good approximation to more physical surface force laws. This implies that

the results we calculate in the results section below are sensitive only to the adhesion value,

rather than to the particular surface force law we assume. A second effect is that implementing

the surface force law more closely reflects the real tractions in the crack tip area than does the

JKR assumption. As seen in the schematic Fig. 5(b), surface force tractions reduce the beam

shear force to the left of the crack tip. Also, going beyond simple beam theory. a distributed

pressure reaction force rather than a point reaction force exists beyond the crack tip in the

attachment region s < xs L. There is a peak in the pressure near the crack tip. and for

x > L + t, the reaction is equal to the pressure due to the surface forces. To solve accurately for
...

the reactive pressure in the substrate requires a highly refined-mesh in that regime.

Experimental

We fabricated polycrystalline silicon (polysilicon) cantilever beam test structures with an

actuation pad near the support post. Their fabrication is described in detail in ref. [20], and a

side view is shown schematically in Fig. 1. The thickness of the beams was 2.00 pm and their

height h was 2.28 pm. The length of the actuation pad in Fig. 1 is 50 pm, beginning at 13 pm

and ending at 63 pm from the support post. The rms roughness of the polysilicon is 2.5 nm with

approximately a 0.5 pm distance between local asperities, as measured by atomic force

microscopy [21]. Before the cantilevers are rendered free standing, they are encased in a matrix>-

of silica as a result of the fabrication process. The samples are then dipped in hydrofluoric acid,

which removes the silica but does not perturb the polysilicon. After transferring from HF to

8
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water and through a series of miscible solvents, they were coated with .,

perfluorodecyltrichlorosilane (FDTS, CIOH&lTSiClq) in isooctane according to the procedure

described in ref. [5]. FDTS is a silane coupling agent which nominally is deposited in

monolayer form, with hydrophobic fluorinated tail groups remaining exposed [22]. However, in

octadecyltrichlorosilane (ODTS, ClsHsTSiCls), abetter studied monolayer lubricant, questions

remain about the nature of the bonding of the silicon atom to the substrate (covalent versus

hydrogen bonded) [23]. Also, the degree of polymeric cross linking between s.iloxane bonds in

the interface may be limited by the strain resulting from the steric constraint that the

hydrocarbon chain van der Waals radius is greater than the siloxane bond length [24]. The cross

linking in FDTS may be further limited, because the fluorocarbon tail diameter is larger (-0:64

nm) than the hydrocarbon tail diameter (0.50 rim).

After the FDTS treatment, the structures were transferred from the solvents in reverse

order to water. Because the contact angle of the treated surface with water is greater than 90°

(1 15° was measured on flat Si samples), capillary action does not pull the beams into contact

with the substrate when removed from water. Using interferometry, we confirmed that the

cantilevers were free standing after drying up to the maximum fabricated length of 2000 pm.

This implies that the coverage of the FDTS film was very good. The freestanding cantilevers

were curved up very slightly due to a residual stress gradient through the thickness of the film,

‘with a radius-of curvature of approximately 1.6 m, as measured by interferometry. This ‘

cor.tesponds to an out-of-plane displacement of 300 nm for a 1000 pm long beam.

In order to measure adhesion hysteresis and its dependence on relative humidity (RH), an

environmental rnicroprobing station was constructed, schematically represented in Fig. 7. A

Michelson interferometer is attached to a 5X microscope objective, and enclosed by a latex

membrane in a humidity controlled environment. Magnification including the eyepiece is 50X,

and resolution is approximately 3 pm in the plane of the sample. The samples were illuminated

by monochromatic green light at 547 nm as characterized by spectrum photometry. Tilt of the

reference surface in the lMichelson interferometer was arranged such that backkgound fringes on

the substrate were parallel to the long axis of the cantilever beams. ‘Then, fringes on the

cantilever beams directly indicate out-of-plane displacements. Interferograms were recorded on

a computer controlled charged coupled device (CCD) camera.

. . . ,
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Humidity was introduced by flowing Nz gas through a stainless steel water vessel heated

to 50 ‘C. Relative humidity (RH) was monitored using an in-situ humidity probe. Electrical

current between the actuation pad and ground was monitored on a picoarnmeter. The current

remained in the pA regime up to 809%RH. There was no evidence of electrostatic breakdown

between the actuation pad and the beams in spite of the high electric field ,(0.8 lMV/cm) in the

gap, consistent with the observations in ref. [25]. Even at 160 V and 99% humidity, the current

did not exceed 100 nA. The mechanism for the, current flow is likely surface conduction

between the actuation pad and the landing pad or the support posts.

On one sample, tests were conducted at low RH (<5%, dry nitrogen only), and 25 parallel

cantilevers were subjected to’thousands of actuation cycles. No qualitative effect on the

adhesion or adhesion hysteresis was observed. However, after increasing the RH, an increase in

adhesion was noted at 90% RH after, several hours exposure. Another sample was then inserted

and this phenomenon was investigated more carefully. This sample was first tested in a low RH

ambient, while being viewed in-situ under interferometric conditions. Initiall y and at timed

I

intervals of 1/2, 4, 7 and 10 hours thereafter, Vp,~ was stepped through values Of 0,,50 100, 1ZO,

140, and 160 V for “crack healing” and subsequently through 140, 120, 100.50 and O V for

“crack propagation”. During the voltage stepping, the time between images was approximately

30 seconds. At VP.d=160 V, the distributed force is large and the crack lengths are about 300pm

long. This sequence was repeated at increasing RH levels of <5%, 30%, 60%. 80’%, 90% and

95%. At each value of V@, an interferometric image was recorded and stored for future

analysis. From the stored interferograms, linescans along individual beams were extracted using

an image analyzer program [26]. These contain fringe information representative of out-of-plane

v(x) deflections, and were

by a computer program.

Results

interpolated to rim-scale deflection data along the length of the beam

The initially suspended beams were brought into contact contact with the substrate by

applying voltage to the actuation pad at low RH, and were then adhered with crack lengths

s-1400 pm after the voltage was relaxed, corresponding to an adhesion of 2.4 ,pJ/mz. The

voltage step cycles described above were then begun. Comparing the measurement at V@=() V i

before and after a given voltage stepping cycle, adhesion of the beams was not observed to

10
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change significantly from Oto 809?0RH. After four hours exposure at 9070 RH, an adhesion

increase to -4 pJ/m2 was noted, and a much more significant increase to as large as 400 p.J/mz

was observed after a seven hour exposure [21]. We shall focus the present adhesion hysteresis

analysis on the cycle taken initially at low RH, and on the cycle at R.H=90% after the seven hour

exposure. As discussed in ref. [21], beams coated with ODTS showed only a very small

adhesion increase due to exposure to humidity levels up to 99’ZO.

There was no apparent difference in interferograrns of the cantilevers at increasing and

decreasing values of voltage at low RH. This is a qualitative indication that at low RH, there is

no adhesion hysteresis. However, even when there is no hysteresis, adhesion changes along the

length of the beam should be evaluated to deterriine the degree of adhesion non-uniformity due ‘

either to surface roughness or FDTS coating non-uniformities. Iiterferograms of the cantilever

beam array exposed for 7 hours at 90% RH’ show significant adhesion hysteresis. In Fig. 8,

comparing fringe patterns at 100 V, the fringes end closer to the support posts for the decreasing

voltage than for the increasing voltage. The effect is much more pronounced at 50 V and O V,

qualitatively indicating strong hysteresis. The beams in Fig. 8 are configured in an array of

increasing length from bottom to top. This is to aid in the assessment of the release process to

create the free standing beams. Here, we measure adhesion only on’only those beams which are

attached over a long length d, per. ref. [14].

Other important experimental observations were: (1) The adhesion increase at high RH

was qualitatively the same on the sample which was subjected to many contact cycles at low RH

and the sample which was not. Also, cantilever beam arrays that had not been actuated at all

were actuated once at high RH after exposure to high RH and showed an adhesion increase

similar to those which had been actuated many times. These observations indicate that the

adhesion increase is primarily related to exposure of the surface to high RH, rather than to the

cycling of the samples. (2) Note that in Fig. 8 the behavior of individual beams is-quite

different, especially as voltage is relaxed. We believe that this is a signature of the non-uniform

nature of the adhesion increase mechanism, as described in the discussion section.

(3) Cantilever beam arrays which were exposed to high RH, but had not been actuated, were also

tested at low RH. These displayed an adhesion very similar to beams which had not been

exposed to high RH. This suggests that capillary action plays a strong role in the adhesion

increase.
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1
To quantify the adhesion along the length of the beams accurately, we found that it was

important to incorporate four non-idealities into the modeling, as will be detailed in ref. [Knapp, I
2000 #245]. Here, we briefly list the corrections in order of importance. First, the compliance I
of the SUppOrtpost was very important in obtaining measurements at high ac~ation Pad voltages. I
It was determined directly by measuring the difference between deflections of 1000 ~m long I
cantilever beams (not yet touching the substrate) with increasing actuation voltages applied, and I
comparing to varying modeled support post compliance until good agreement was found.

Second, the electrostatic fringing field at the outside edges of the beams was added in by use of a

simple formula [28]. Third, a linear correction to the data was made to account for a small

degree of angular offset between the background substrate fringe direction and the beam

direction. Fourth, the initial curvature of the beams due to stress gradient (caused by non-

uniform stress through the thickness of the film [27]) was measured and incorporated into the

modeling. With accurate characterization of these non-idealities, adhesion of beams contacting

the substrate at various loads applied was extracted by minimizing the difference between

modeled and measured v(x) values at a given applied voltage, as described next.

In Figs. 9(a) and (b) we show measured and modeled deflections of an individual beam

from Fig. 8 at increasing and decreasing voltages respectively. The modeled deflections I
represent an optimum fit to the data in which the only free parameter is the adhesion. The best I
fit is determined by choosing the minimum in average root mean square error per pixel between

measured and modeled deflections as shown in Fig. 10(a)-(c). In these plots, we utilize the full

length of the measured deflection curve for error minimization. The minimum error is on the

order of uncertainty from the interferometry measurements (< 10 rim). This indicates that the I
modeling is good and that the important physical mechanisms have been incorporated and

quantified well. In Fig. 10, the depth of the minimum successively decreases with increasing

applied voltage, as is to be expected from the discussion on sensitivity versus applied load. We

shall discuss the fitting procedure and results in more detail in ref. [19].

Using this methodology, we plot the results of the adhesion hysteresis measurements

versus applied voltage in Fig. 11 for two beams at low RH and for four beams in Fig. 12 at high

RI-I. (The beam numb.e~s are counted from the top of the image). For the beams at low RH in

Fig. 11, the adhesion is almost independent of applied voltage, indicating that the adhesion is

uniform along the length of the beam, with values ranging from 0.5 to 3 p.J/mz. In fact, adhesion

17 I
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was observed to be in the range of 1-10 p.J/mz and uniform along the beam length up to RH

levels of 80%, indicating that the FDTS film is uniformly deposited and relatively inert to water

adsorption up to these levels. The beams in Fig. 12 at 90% RH were chosen to examine the

range of adhesion increase during the actuation cycle, from 30 to 400 pJ/mz. In Fig. 12, we see

that the adhesion begins to increase with increasing voltage above 100 V. Although the- .-

uncertainty is relatively large for the values of voltage above 100 V (-20 pJ/mz at VaPP=160V),

the large difference between the low and high humidity cases of Figs. 11 and 12 indicates that

the adhesion increase with increasing voltage is a real effect, and not an artifact of sensitivities in I

the adhesion extraction algorithm.
- .....-. -..

To begin to understand the physical mechanism for the adhesion increase, we compm’ed

the landing pad areas (see Fig. 1) of the samples which had been exposed to high RH to the

landing pads of samples which had been kept in air (in RH generally 90Yo) by atomic force

microscopy (AFM). A Digital Instruments (Santa Barbara, CA) Nanoscope IIL+ was used with.

silicon nitride cantilevers. The AFM was conducted in air after the samples were removed from

the high RH environment. Results are shown in Fig. 13, where a number of agglomeration sites

(mounds) are seen for samples exposed to high RH (Fig. 13(b)). Such mounds were not

observed in samples not exposed to high RH (Fig. 13(a)). The density of the mounds is

approximately 0.1 to 0.2 per pmz, their heights are typically 10-25 nm, but can be as large as 65

nm, and the diameters are typically 500~ 1000 nrn. A linescan of a relativel y large mound is

shown in Fig. 13(c). Smaller mounds may-be present but are difficult to distinguish from the 2.5

nm rms substrate roughness. The presence of these mounds was reported in ref. [21], and their

origin is discussed further below.

Discussion section

No adhesion hysteresis is observed up to 80% RH.

It is clear from the experimental interferograms that there is minimal adhesion hysteresis

for the FDTS-coated surfaces up to 80% RH. That is, these interferograms look identical at a

given Vpadindependent of whether Vpadis increasing or decreasing. Yet, hydrocarbon and

fluorocarbon-tailed monolayer films deposited by the Langmuir-Blodgett technique exhibit

adhesion hysteresis in surface force apparatus experiments [29,30], as well as in similar

experiments between polydimethyl siloxane and fluoroalkylsiloxane coated mica [3 1]. The

13
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proposed mechanisms for the hysteresis are chain interdigitation when surfactant films are in an

amorphous state [29], and molecular as well as submolecular changes in a fluorocarbon

surfactant due to the bulky fluorocarbon groups [30]. Due to the ator@cally flat surfaces, the

advancing contact (corresponding to crack healing) adhesion in those experiments is tens of

mJ/mz (i.e., millijoules per square meter) while the receding contact (corresponding to crack

propagation) adhesion can reach v~ues several times l~ger-

In the present experiments, the surfaces exhibit a 6=2.5 mm rrns roughness as measured

by AFM (atomic force microscopy). This would seem to be a fairly smooth surface, and one

might expect that there is still sufficient contact area that adhesion hysteresis would manifest

itself. Indeed, as mentioned in the, mechanics sections, our experimental resolution with respect

to adhesion hysteresis at low voltages is such that a difference of 0.03 P.J/mz between healing

and propagating crack energies should. be detectable, well beyond the resolution for adhesion

hysteresis in the surface forces apparatus.

There are two main mechanisms potentially contributing to adhesion between non-wetted

rough surfaces. First, surfaces that are in intimate contact will increase a,dhesion because surface

energy is reduced. Second, surfaces that are in close proximity will enhance adhesion due to van

der Waa.ls forces. We shall-show next that this second component dominates for our surfaces.

This will help to explain why there is no measurable adhesion hysteresis at low RH.

Although the roughness is quite small, the radius of curvature at the tip of individual

asperities is R-100 nm as measured by AFM. This is a very small radius of curvature. and

ignoring the effect of the very thin monolayer, the asperities are elastically very hard. In such a

situation, the effect of adhesion on the real contact area AR is small. Therefore, we can consider

the Greenwood-Williamson (GW) theory [32] to make initial estimates on the magnitude of AR.

In the GW theory, it is assumed that spherically capped asperities of radius Rp are statistically

distributed in height according to a Gaussian function-with standard deviation aP. They contact

a rigid smooth surface according to Hertzian mechanics. Normalizing for two rough surfaces as

in the present situation, we take Rp =50 nm, and crP =3.7 nm. The order of magnitude

calculations here do not depend strongly on the choice of these two values.
-.

Before applying the GW calculations, we must first determine if the asperities are

elastically or plastically compressed. According to GW, the plasticity parameter Y is
,,
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(7)

where .?3‘=169 GPa is the plane strain value of Young’s modulus. of the rough surf~ce material,

and H=13 GPa is its hardness. If Y <0.6, the asperities are elastically compressed, and if

Y >0.9, they are plastically compressed. Inserting these values into Eq. (7) results in Y =3.5.

Therefore, the asperities are plastically compressed! This simplifies the calculation for AR such

that. ,..

(8)

where AA and PA are the apparent area and applied pressure respectively. Assuming a

reasonable value of PA=220 N/mz (as will be justified later), we have AR /A4A=1.7x 10-8. (The

value is slightly smaller if the elastic calculations are carried out). This is an extremely low

ratio, and is due to the high value of crP /l?P when compared with engineering surfaces. At this

pressure, the adhesion due to areas of intimate contact r~~ is

~..

AR
rAR=2yz. (9)

With 2 y -10 mJ/mz the surface energy of the monolayer, we find rA~ = 0.0005 ,pJ/mz. This is

significantly lower than the measured value of 17=2.5 pJ/mz, and therefore the adhesion is indeed

dominated by van der Waals forces of non:contacting areas, rather than by areas of intimate

contact. This can be understood in terms of subsequent calculations which show that the

contacting asperities on average are many tens of microns apart. Meanwhile the average surface
----

separation DO due to the surface roughness is only about 20 nm as can be seen from the

following calculation. Using the data r=2.4 @/mz, DO can be determined from-.

15
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(lo)

where A is the Hamaker constant. A ranges from 0.5x10-19 to 2X10-19J for a variety of surfaces

[33]. Using A=0.5x10-19 for fluorocarbon material, we find DO=23 nrn. From the derivative of

Eq. (7), an average pressure due to the van der Waals interaction in the adhered region is

q=220 N/mz.

Because van der Waals forces exhibit no hysteresis, the lack of adhesion hysteresis in

these experiments at low RH is now well understood. At Vpad=o v, q=~zo N/m2 due the van der

Waals forces, with A2 y -20 mJ/mz for a typical adhesion hysteresis value, we expect using

Eq. (9) an adhesion hysteresis Ar=O.001 PJ/mz. As stated in the mechanics section, the “

experimental sensitivity at Vpad=()V is 0.03 @/mz. Therefore, the very small adhesion hysteresis

of these surfaces is beyond the experimental detection capability. AS Vpad incre~fs a .simil~

argument can be made. For example, at vp~d=160 V, and using Fig. 5,

P* -P@ /(Wt/2)=50,000 Nlmz. Therefore, AR/ AA =3.8x10-6 and Ar=O.04 @/~-, while the

experimental detection limit is 10 pJ/mz. Although DO near the crack tip will decrease due to

the large pressure, calculation shows that the commensurate adhesion increase remains below

this limit. Therefore, adhesion hysteresis is negligible at low values of RH. -

In light of the plastic deformation experienced by the asperities, it seems surprising that

the adhesion does not begin to increase, especially as RH increases to 8070. One might think that

the asperities would no longer be covered by the monolayer, and that water could nucleate

locally in these areas, giving rise to an adhesion increase. Two considerations argue against this

notion. First, in interracial force microscope adhesion and scratch experiments on thiol

monolayer on gold and sikme coupling agent monolayer on Si, no tendency for the films to be

worn away was noted at GPa pressures [34]. Furthermore, even liquid layers between a small

asperity tip and a substrate prove difficult to expel under high shear conditions. In such confined

systems of just a few-~ayers, a crystalline state which is quite robust is thought to form [35].

Second, even if the monolayer is removed at the asperity tips at the -13 GPa pressures

16
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encountered here, the area over which this occurs is so small that localized capillary action

cannot have much affect on the adhesion.

Large adhesion hysteresis is observed at high RH

At high RH values, two major effects were observed. First, the adhesion hysteresis is

large, with Ar from 30 to 400 P.J/mz as seen in Fig. 12. Second, the adhesion increases both as

the crack heals and then repropagates. The agglomerated mounds observed in Fig. 13 suggest

that these observations correlate strongly with a structural change in the film. As discussed in

ref. [21] and described briefly here, we believe the mounds are actually isolated vesicles formed

by a restructuring of the surface monolayer phase to a Iyotropic bulk phase at high humidities.

Lyckropic phases form between surfactant molecules and water, and exhibit viscoelastic

properties. (See for example ref. [36]). Essentially, very soft and large radius of curvature

asperities have developed on the surface as a result of this restructuring at high RH. The vesicles
.

in Fig. 13 are three dimensional, and their volume is appro.rimately that of the original

monolayer. Because this process occurs over the course of hours, we surmise that a diffusional

process leading to a more stable bulk phase consisting of the vesicles has taken place. The

vesicles are surrounded by lower lying areas which are likely hydrophilic because they are no

longer covered by the coupling agent.

The vesicles themselves are likely hydrophobic, because if the adhesion increase at high

RH were uniform along the length of the beams, the cracks would heal spontaneously.

However, even at 90% and greater RH, this was not observed – crack lengths decreased only as a

result of a pad actuation cycle. This is in striking contrast to the case of hydrophilic beams,

where we observed spontaneously decreasing crack lengths with increasing humidity over a
4.

range from 30 to 95% RH [37]. In that case, nanometer size capillaries at the crack tip do work

against the strain energy of the beam to heal the crack. Here, the protruding vesicles likely

remain hydrophobic, while the areas which are uncovered become hydrophilic. We can think of

the surface in Fig. 13 as hydrophobic islands rising above a hydrophilic sea. This leads to a non-

uniform adhesion on the surface, with the scale of the non-uniformity being microns as defined

by the distance between the vesicles. We now explain the main characteristics of the adhesion

‘ hysteresis curves for the four adhered beams at high RH shown in Fig. 12.
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A) Crack healiruz (increasimz voltage) at high RH

As V@ is increased from Oto 50 V in Fig. 12, r decreases from -3 to -1 pJ/mz.

Analysis of the data indicates that the crack length remains very nearly the same from O to 50 V,

with the’concomitant decrease in adhesion. The increase from O to 50 V provides only a small

crack healing force. If adhesion were constant at 3 pJ/m2, the crack would heal approximately .

100 pm. This indicates ~at in the vicinity of the crack tip, surface forces are not locally

available to do work on the beam. We can understand this in the following sense: if the

protruding vesicles are hydrophobic, they will resist crack healing. As seen from Fig. 5, pressure

which might compress the vesicles is very small (or tensile) at 50 V, and therefore it is difficult

for the cracks to heal beyond the first vesicle encountered. .,

When pad voltage is increased to 100 V, sufficient driving force exists to force the cracks

to heal some 200 pm, and the apparent r sometimes increases and sometimes decreases relative

to the values at O and 50 V. If the crack tip reaches an area of locally high adhesion within the

hydrophilic sea, surface forces will do more work on the beam to pull it further, jn, resulting in a

larger value of adhesion. On the other hand, if it reaches a hydrophobic island it does not heal

further, a lower value of adhesion is inferred. Note from Fig. 5 that the compressive force

applied near the crack tip remains small at VP~d=100 V.

r increases monotonically as applied voltage is increased from 120 V up to 160 V. At

higher voltages, compression near the crack tip may act to deform the compressible viscoelastic

vesicles seen in Fig. 13(b). This would decrease the separation between the surfaces in the

vicinity of the crack tip, allowing lower lying hydrophilic areas to come into contact, and

causing the monotonically increasing adhesion with increasin~ voltage.

We can test this idea quantitatively. Recalling the discussion for Fig. 5. the magnitude of

force at the crack tip is on the order of hundreds of nanonewtons at the highest voltage. Near the

crack tip, this load will be borne by an individual vesicle because as seen in Fig. 13 they are

spaced microns apart. From simple Hertzian mechanics, the deformation of the vesicles will be

1/3

[1~;
A= —

K2R ‘ -
(11)
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where pri~ is the compressive load applied by the beam to the vesicle, K=(4/3)(~/(1-vz)) iS

proportional to the modulus of the vesicle, and R is the radius of curvature of the vesicle. At

Vpad=160 V, the value of q from Eq. (5) will be approximately 70 kN/mz, resuh.ing in V(s) =-550

nN per Fig. 5. The radius of curvature of the polymeric vesicles is a:/ 23, where aOis the
-. .

vesicle radius and 3 is the vesicle height. From the results section, we have a. =0.2 pm and

~ =20 nm, resulting in R=l pm. Estimating K= 1 GPa for the polymeric vesicles (typical

polymers have modulus values of 1-3 GPa, but we expect a compliant structure here), and

inserting these values into Eq. (8) results in, A=6.7 nm. Furthermore, the contact area is nl?d and

the average pressure will be 25 MPa. This is beyond the hardness of many polymeric materials.

Because of this high pressure and because the vesicles are likely viscoelastic, subsequent

deformation beyond A=6.7 nm is to be expected. This is evidence that the adhesion is pressure

sensitive when the monolayer reconfigures into isolated vessicles.

The above calculation supports the notion that the adhesion increase during crack healing

is in fact due to increasing contact area under the applied load near the crack tip. Once the

hydrophobic vesicles are sufficiently deformed, locally hydrophilic areas can bridge across the

surfaces as seen in Fig. 14, which will subsequently significantly increase the measured ‘

adhesion. The monotonic increase in adhesion with voltage from 120 to 160 V indicates that

more sites come into c~n,tact aS the load is increased,. The result is strikingly different from

adhesion hysteresis experiments where spheres come into contact, and exhibit adhesion increase

only upon crack repropagation [29-31]. The reason is that in the case of two spheres coming

into contact, the pressure maximum is at the center of the contact area and far away from the

crack tip, while in the present case the maximum is very near the crack tip. The emergence of

the low modulus hydrophobic islands in the hydrophilic sea at the high RH levels, and their -

subsequent deformation due to the compression very near the crack tip, is the apparent

mechanism for the increase in adhesion during crack healing in the present work.

After prolonged exposures of 40 hours at RH=95%, adhesion was observed to continue

to increase up to 500 to 1000 p.J/mz [21]. Hydrophilic surfaces approach 140 mJ/mz at these

humidity levels [36], because the surface can be fully wetted. This maximum value for the

hydrophobic surface c;n be understood in terms of Fig. 5. There we see that for large values of

17,compressive force can no longer be generated in the vicinity of the crack tip at the maximum
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value of V@. The pressure reaches O at VPad=160V at r=500 ~/mz, but sm~l increases in

adhesion beyond 500 pJ/m2 can be expected if there are locally high areas of adhesion.

Consequently, adhesion apparently cannot increase si@ificantly beyond the rnJ/mz range for the

restructured surfaces in these experiments.

Crack propagation (decreasing voltage) at high RH

Jn Fig. 8 we see that the adhesion is non-uniform from one beam to the next at the end of

the actuation cycle. We attribute this to a statistical distribution of the vesicles. If there is a

locale in which locally fewer vesicles and more hydrophilic surface area is present, this will give

rise to greater adhesion. This will be observed not only from beam to beam, but within a beam

as well, and helps to explain the characteristics “during crack propagation.

As Vpadis lowered from 160 V, the adhesion initially decreases or remains constant as

seen in Fig. 12. Analysis of the deflection curves shows that the crack propagates in this region,

indicating there is sufficient restoring force in the highly deformed beam to move past regions of

high adhesion. However, as voltage decreases to 100 V or less, examination of the FEM results

indicates that crack propagation ceases. The crack tip, which samples the adhesion continuously

along the length of the crack during crack propagation, stops propagating at a site of high

adhesion energy. The pinning of the crack gives rise to an apparent increasing adhesion as the

applied voltage continues to decrease. This explains why the energies appear tO increase as v~~~

is lowered below 100 V. Also, at Vpad=oV, the apparent adhesion value is a lower bound. The

exception is for beam 10 (Fig. 12c), whit-h did not propagate at all as Vpad was lowered from

160 V. This beam exhibited the highest adhesion of “the four beams in Fig. 12. For this beam,

the crack tip probed a site of high local adhesion at Vpad=l60 V.

The observation that beams exposed to high RH, and tested at low RH. showed no

adhesion increase is consistent with the picture of the hydrophilic sea. Namely. at low RH, the

hydrophilic areas will no longer be wetted, and therefore will not act to increase the adhesion.

summary and Conclusions

We have developed the mechanics [Oinvestigate adhesion hysteresis of cantilever beams

adhered to a substrate,. both by an analytical approach as well as by finite element modeling

(FEM). A key result of the mechanics is that for sufficiently high applied loads. a compressive

load must be supported near the crack tip where the beam contacts the substrate. This is

I
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different from SFA adhesion hysteresis experiments in which the pressure is maximized away

from the crack tip. From this we have some reason to suspect a different adhesion hysteresis

characteristic than has previously been measured if the material near the crack tip is

compressible.

A silane coupling agent (FDTS) monolayer was applied to the silicon microcantilevers in

order to minimize susceptibility of adhesion to various RH ambients. To determine peforrnance

limits of the monolayer, multiple contact (up to tens of thousands of cycles) and increasing

humidity experiments were conducted. The RH experiments showed a siemificant adhesion

increase, and this effect was studied in detail. Adhesion was tested at RH levels increasing from

O to 95%, with adhesion hysteresis test cycles conducted periodically up to 24 hours at a given

RH level. FEM was required to quantify the adhesion at high loads because of the gap-

dependent load calculation. Furthermore, FEM allowed us to take into account such non-

idealities as the support post compliance and the fringing fields from the electrostatic loading.

Also, we were able to incorporate more physical surface force laws than can be achieved with

the JKR assumption.

At RH values up to 80%, negligible adhesion increase with applied load. as well as

negligible adhesion hysteresis was observed. This is explained by the average separation

between the surface being large enough that reversible van der Waals forces dominate the

adhesion. Adhesion values did not increase significantly with voltage because the contribution .

to adhesion of increasing real contact area is very small, and because the reduction in average

surface separation is small.

A substantial change in the adhesion and adhesion hysteresis was noted after a seven

hour exposure at 90% RH. The adhesion increase is observed only upon actuation of the beams, ‘-’

rather than by spontaneous crack healing. Atomic force microscopy indicated that the silane

coupling agent surface phase reconfigured into a bulk phase consisting of -20 nm high

polymeric mounds, which we interpret to be vesicles. Formation of the vesicles leaves behind .

locally hydrophilic areas, but the vesicles themselves probably are hydrophobic and protrude

above the surface, leading to a picture in which hydrophobic islands are surrounded by a

hydrophilic sea. FEM quantification revealed that an adhesion increase is observed upon crack

healing at high applie; ~oads, in contrast to SFA adhesion hysteresis measurements. By

calculating the applied load near the crack tip, we showed using Hertzian mechanics that the
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polymeric vesicles deform significantly, allowing lower lying hydrophilic areas to come into

contact. When this occurs, capillaries can bridge the hydrophilic areas of the two surfaces, and

the adhesion increases. This indicates that the restructured surface displays a pressure sensitive

adhesion characteristic.

We have demonstrated that adhesion hysteresis of cantilever beams is a powerful tool for

understanding aspects of reliability in surface micromachining. These experiments have enabled

us to connect mechanics and chemistry at the microscopic level, and indicate that if wetting of

MEMS surfaces can be prevented, adhesion and adhesion hysteresis can remain reasonably low.
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Appendix

(1) Expression for Gin the Presence of an extemallv applied distributed load q

Consider Fig. 1 in the main body of the paper. A cantilever beam of length L., thickness t

and height his adhered to the substrate over a distance d=L-s. If now a distributed load q is

applied over the interval 0< x < a, the crack lengths will decrease (if the adhesion is uniform

along the length of the surface). In the absence of adhesion, simple beam mechanics can be used

to determine where the beam will contact the substrate. However, because of the adhesion forces

in the vicinity of the crack tip, the actual crack lengths will be somewhat shorter. Knowing the

value ofs, we can determine the adhesion according to the following beam mechanics. We use

the JKR assumption in these calculations. -

Over the interval 0< x .S a, the equation for the deflections Vlq(x) is

db

[ 01
(?—Vlqx =—,&4 D

(Al a)

k

,

1“

8
where D= E1/w=E?/12 (E is Young’s Modulus, w is the width of the beam and I=wts/ 12 is the 1

moment of inertia of the beam). Integrating four times, we have 1
i

(v,,(x)=+&qx4 ++clqxs + ~

)

-kqxz + c3qx+ c~q . (Alb)

I
Over the interval a S x <L, the equation for the deflections v~q(x) will be #

I
~

;:[ 01— Vzq x4 =0.
,

Integrating again four times,

[

-.- .

1v2q(x)=+ #YJ+GJT3 +;c,qx’ +C,qx+c,q ~

,

,

I

- ----- .,, ,,T=- ---- .;, ‘ , ,,,,,,,=,. —.–J,., ...-:,-,-..--~~ -,.“.V.- ,”’.- ~---- .-.-.-. ,.--,7 , .- ,: ?. , ! ,, ,.,
~. --- .—
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Here we have used qa+ Clq as the constant of integration in (A2) because the shear force in the

beam at x=a must be greater by qa than at x=O.

For rigid support post and substrate, the boundary conditions are:

(A3a-d)

Continuity at a requires that

I.,---

V,q(a)=v2q(ai,$[vlq(al=-3v2q(ai~d~[vlqkd=-$[v2qki (A3e-g)

where the final boundary condition is because the moment cannot change instantaneously.

Solvin.z for the constants of inte.mation in terms of known quantities gives

( )Clq =–qa+qa3/sz– qa412+12hD /s3,

C2q = qa2 /2 - (2qa3)/(3s)+(qa4 /4+ 6hD)/sz,

I
c3q =c4q =0,

(C5q =–8qa3s +3qa4 + 72@(12sz),

C6~ =~a3 /6, and CTq = –qa4/24. I
(A4)

Inserting these values into (Alb) and (A2b), choosing a=60 pm, t=h=2 pm, s=1OOOpm, E=160

GPa, and various values of q, we see the deflections in Fig. 2 in the main body. As expected,

Eqs. (Al) and (A2) ag;ee with Eq. (1) from the main body for q=O.

..-
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In the absence of external force, the adhesion 17 is as according to Eq. (2). To find the “

energy release rate Gq in the presence of the external force, we must recognize that there are

contributions both from work performed by extemd forces F, as well as from elastic energy UE.

Therefore,

dF dUE
Gq =—–—

ds ds “

The incremental work performed per unit width of the beam is
. ...

AF=qa~.

(AS)

(A6)

where ~ is the average differential displacement over the interval OS x S a, is defined by

1 f [v,(x,.s+fis)-v~(x,s) ]dx.~=–
ao

In the limit where As+ O,

dF q2a6
qa3h(4s–3a).

~ = l#Ds4
(4s-3a)2-—

2s4
,.

The strain energy per unit width of the beam is

UE = uE~ + UE2 = #jw))’dx+hf2(x))’dx],
a

~~ [v.(x)]. Solution to (A9) yieldswhere A4n(x) = –D —

‘ (A7)

(As)

(A9)

27 I
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u~ =
–80a6s2q2 + 60a7sq2 –15q2a8 +8640h2D2 +36q2s3a5

1440s3D

The strain energy release rate term reduces to

–-&E =
18Dh2 a6qz(4s –3a)2 = ~ a6q2(4s–3a)2

S4 – 288 S4D
o—

288 S4D ‘

where Go is as defined by Eq. (2). Substitution of (Al 1) and (A8) into (A5) gives

G _ G + a6q2(4s–3a)2qa3h(4s–3a).——
9– o 288 S4D 2s4

.

For the present example, Go =7.68 @/mz, while Gq = 1.67 @/mz with q= 10 kN/mz

The solution (A12) applies for Gq 20, or for

72hD
(? Sqmax= 3

a (4s– 3a).

>

(A1O)

(Al 1)

(A12)

(A13)

Eq. (A12) is plotted in Fig. Al for increasing values of q. We see that the crack healing term

dF / ds is negative. Meanwhile the strain energy release rate term - dU~ / ds is positive and

equal to Go for q=O, and diminishes with increasing q. As q approaches qm&l, each term

approaches zero.

-.
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Fig. Al, Gq =X–T vs q for s=1OOOpm, and t=h=2 p,m.
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Figure Ca@ions

Fig. 1

Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig.7

Fig.8

Fig-9

Fig. 10

Fig. 11

Fig. 12

Fig- 13

Fig. 14

A cantilever beam subject to combined interracial and electrostatic forces.

Adhered cantilever beam with uniform distributed load q applied for development
of the analytical model.

Deflections for increasing values of q and a constant value of s=1OOOpm.

Dependence of crack lengths on adhesion 17in the presence of an externally
applied load q. (JKR model, rigid support post, constant distributed pressure q).

Reaction force Pli~ near the crack tip for a 10pm wide beam.

Shear force diagram near the crack tip with (a) JKR or (b) more physical surface
force law model.

Environmental microprobe

Interferograms of adhesion hysteresis observed at RH=90% after 7 hour exposure.
The images are compressed by a factor of 3 in the horizontal relative to the
vertical. The beams are 10 pm wide. and spaced 5 ~m apart.

Measured vs. modeled deflection data during (a) the “crack healing” process. and
(b) the “crack propagation” process.

Average rms per pixel curves versus adhesion at applied voltages of (a) OV. (b)
100V and (c) 160 V. The adhesion is taken as the minimum in each curve.

Adhesion vs. voltage for two beams at RH=O.

Adhesion vs. voltage for four beams at RH=90%, 7 hour exposure.

(a) Landing pad roughness at low RH. (b) agglomerated mounds of FDTS after
exposure to high RH and (c) Iinescan across a large mound.

Soft protruding areas compressed at the crack tip under large externally applied
loads allow nearby hydrophilic areas to come into contact.
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Fig. 1 A cantilever beam subject to combined interracial and electrostatic forces.
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Fig. 8 Interferograms of adhesion hysteresis obsemed at RH=90% after 7 hour exposure. The
images are compressed by a factor of 3 in the horizontal direction relative to the vertical.

The beams run horizontal, are 10 ~m- wide. and spaced 5 pm apart. Their lengths are
from 1500 ~m (bottom of each image) to 2000pm (top). Beams longer than 1700 ym
are cut off because of the CCD camera field limit. The voltage was increased Llpto 160
V before decreasing.
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Fig. 11 Adhesion vs. voltage for two beams at RH=O.
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Fig. 13(a) Landing pad roughness at low RH

Fig. 13(b) agglomerated mounds of FDTS after exposure to high RH.
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Fig. 13(c) linescan across a large mound.
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Fig. 14Soft protruding areas compressed at the crack tipunder kugeextemallya pplied loads
allow nearby hydrophilic areas to come into contact.
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